Although previous studies have shown that individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) excel at visual search, underlying neural mechanisms remain unknown. This study investigated the neurofunctional correlates of visual search in children with ASD and matched typically developing (TD) children, using an event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging design. We used a visual search paradigm, manipulating search difficulty by varying set size (6, 12, or 24 items), distractor composition (heterogeneous or homogeneous) and target presence to identify brain regions associated with efficient and inefficient search. While the ASD group did not evidence accelerated response time (RT) compared with the TD group, they did demonstrate increased search efficiency, as measured by RT by set size slopes. Activation patterns also showed differences between ASD group, which recruited a network including frontal, parietal, and occipital cortices, and the TD group, which showed less extensive activation mostly limited to occipito-temporal regions. Direct comparisons (for both homogeneous and heterogeneous search conditions) revealed greater activation in occipital and frontoparietal regions in ASD than in TD participants. These results suggest that search efficiency in ASD may be related to enhanced discrimination (reflected in occipital activation) and increased top-down modulation of visual attention (associated with frontoparietal activation). (JINS, 2008(JINS, , 14, 990-1003 
INTRODUCTION
Individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) exhibit elementary abnormalities of attention and perception (see Dakin & Frith, 2005 , for review). Atypical visuospatial processes often manifest as areas of strength and include superior performance on the Embedded Figures Test (EFT; Jarrold et al., 2005; Jolliffe & BaronCohen, 1997; Morgan et al., 2003; Shah & Frith, 1983) , the Wechsler block design (Caron et al., 2006; Shah & Frith, 1993) , and visual search tasks (O'Riordan, 2004; Plaisted et al., 1998) . Although previous studies have shown that individuals with autism excel at visual search, the brain bases for the advantage seen in ASD remain unknown. Understanding the neural mechanisms of processing strengths, such as visual search, may provide a window onto atypical profiles of sensory and cognitive processing and thus help elucidate the primary disturbances of functional brain organization in individuals with autism.
Visual search paradigms require participants to determine the presence or absence of a target item located within an array of distractors. Visual attention is guided within the array by bottom-up and top-down mechanisms (see Wolfe, 1994 , for discussion). Bottom-up modulation of visual attention is dependent on the physical characteristics of the stim-uli; the level of bottom-up stimulation is determined by differences between physical properties of the target and surrounding distractors. In contrast, top-down processes modulate bottom-up signals based on task objectives and the goals of the participant. Search difficulty is dependent on factors such as the number of items within the array (set size) and target-distractor or distractor-distractor similarity. Search efficiency is measured as the slope (ms0item) of the response time (RT) by set size function. Efficient search is represented by a relatively flat RT by set size slope (,10 ms0item) and indicates that all items within the array are processed in parallel. Conversely, steeper slopes are indicative of more inefficient search processes, which require serial scanning of individual items. As similarity between distractor types increases (or if distractors are homogeneous), search for the target becomes less dependent on set size, and proceeds in an efficient, parallel manner. Alternatively, as similarity between target and distractors increases the saliency of the target decreases, augmenting the difficulty of search as set size increases and resulting in inefficient, serial search (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) .
Visual search relies on a network of brain areas that orient visual attention, filter irrelevant distractors, plan and execute eye-movements, and identify objects at the locus of attention. Functional neuroimaging studies of adults have revealed a widespread system of cortical and subcortical structures necessary for visual search (see Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000 , for review). While bottom-up, sensory-driven mechanisms of visual attention are mediated by visual cortices, top-down guidance relies on a frontoparietal network (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) . The posterior parietal lobe is in part responsible for representing and selecting spatial locations required for visual search (Donner et al., 2000; Gitelman et al., 2002; Leonards et al., 2000; Müller et al., 2003; Nobre et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2002) , whereas attentional guidance and target selection are modulated by the frontal eyes fields (FEF; Muggleton et al., 2003) . Additionally, the prefrontal cortex may also play a role in difficult (i.e., inefficient) searches (Anderson et al., 2007) . While this role remains to be fully characterized, Anderson and colleagues hypothesize that it may relate to controlling working memory necessary for selective attention.
Although the neural correlates of visual search processes are well understood in the adult brain, the corresponding developmental literature remains very limited. Booth and colleagues (2003) found similar patterns of frontal and parietal activation between children 9 and 12 years old and adults on a color-form conjunction visual search task. A recent cross-sectional study of individuals from 8 to 20 years of age found that right hemisphere dominance for visual search increased with age in frontal and parietal regions (Everts et al., 2008) . Thus, a network of frontal and parietal regions is recruited during visual attention tasks in children and adults, although the developmental changes associated with this network are not well defined.
Studies investigating visual search in ASD have revealed consistently accelerated RTs compared with typically developing (TD) individuals, with the largest RT advantage occurring for target absent trials and trials with larger set sizes. While the greatest ASD advantage often occurs in the hardest search trials, the absence of group differences in RT on target present trials and smaller set sizes may be due to ceiling effects, as increasing difficulty of feature search (i.e., when target and distractors differ with respect to only one stimulus feature, such as orientation) has yielded more robust group differences. O'Riordan and colleagues (2001) examined visual search abilities in children with ASD using both easy (efficient) and hard (inefficient) feature search conditions, in which participants searched for either a tilted line in an array of vertical distractors (easy condition) or a vertical line among tilted distractors (hard condition). While there was no difference between TD and ASD children on the easy search task, the ASD group was significantly faster than the TD group in the hard condition. Furthermore, the ASD group evidenced shallower RT by set size slopes compared with the TD group for both conditions, indicating the cost of additional distractors was greater in TD as compared to ASD participants. The authors hypothesized that accelerated RT and reduced slope by individuals with ASD may be the result of enhanced discrimination of stimulus items and0or superior top-down modulation of excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms.
To determine whether superior ASD visual search abilities are derived from enhanced discrimination, O'Riordan and Plaisted (2001) used a color-form conjunctive search task, in which the target shares a feature with each set of distractors (e.g., target was red "F " and distractors were red "E" and green "F "), to examine the effect of target-distractor similarity on RT. While increasing target-distractor similarity resulted in longer RTs for both ASD and TD participants, the TD group was slowed to a greater extent than the ASD group, which suggests that search advantage in autism is related to enhanced visual discrimination.
To assess whether enhanced discrimination was due to superior top-down modulation of visual attention, O'Riordan (2000) examined whether individuals with ASD achieve their advantage via enhanced distractor inhibition and0or target excitation. Using a color-form conjunction the authors varied either the identity of the target (excitation of target features) or distractors (inhibition of distractor features) to examine the degree to which excitation and inhibition of object features facilitates search. While previous findings of accelerated search were replicated, the magnitude of object-based positive and negative priming effects was equivalent for both groups, suggesting that accelerated RT for individuals with ASD was not the result of greater top-down modulation of object-based representations. However, it remains undetermined whether enhanced discrimination in ASD is achieved via augmented modulation of bottom-up, lower-level perceptual processing.
Although the current study is the first f MRI investigation of visual search in ASD, previous studies have examined neurofunctional differences associated with EFT performance (Lee et al., 2007; Manjaly et al., 2007; Ring Brain organization for visual search in ASD 991 et al., 1999) . On this task, TD individuals recruited a network of frontal (Lee et al., 2007; Ring et al., 1999) and parietal (Lee et al., 2007; Manjaly et al., 2007; Ring et al., 1999) regions. In contrast, individuals with ASD showed patterns of activation restricted to more posterior areas in right occipital and left superior parietal lobe (Lee et al., 2007; Ring et al., 1999) , and bilateral occipital cortex and cerebellum (Manjaly et al., 2007) . These results suggest that superior EFT performance by individuals with ASD may be the result of enhanced lower-level perceptual processes. The present study investigated the neurofunctional correlates of visual search in children and adolescents with ASD and a TD comparison group using an event-related f MRI design. Specifically, we manipulated distractordistractor similarity in a feature visual search task to examine the differences in efficient (homogeneous distractors) and inefficient (heterogeneous distractors) search processes. Attentional modulation in homogeneous distractor composition trials should be efficient as saliency of the target is increased when surrounding distractors are in the same orientation. Alternatively, heterogeneous distractor composition should be associated with inefficient, serial search, as distractors of different orientation reduce target salience. Based on previous behavioral and f MRI studies examining visual attention, we hypothesized that performance (accuracy, RT) would be superior in ASD as compared to TD participants and that this group difference would be more pronounced for heterogeneous than for homogenous distractor composition. We further expected neurofunctional differences, with greater activity in ASD as compared to TD children in posterior occipito-temporoparietal regions, to be interpreted as enhanced bottom-up processing. A further open question was whether performance in ASD would be primarily bottom-up, that is, whether activity in frontal regions would be reduced in comparison with TD children.
METHODS

Participants
Nine right-handed children and adolescents with ASD (all males), all of whom met DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) criteria for autism spectrum disorder, and an age-, nonverbal IQ-, and handedness-matched comparison group of 13 righthanded typically developing (TD) children and adolescents (all males) were included in the present study. The final ASD sample of nine was obtained from an initial sample of 13; four children with ASD were excluded from the final sample due to excessive movement during f MRI scanning. Clinical diagnoses were confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Rutter et al., 2003) , module 3 of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 1999) , and expert clinical judgment (author AJL and Dr. Natacha Akshoomoff ). According to their ADOS scores, 7 children met criteria for a diagnostic classification of autism, one met criteria for a less severe classification of autism spectrum disorder, and one met ADOS criteria for autism in the social domain, but was below threshold in the communication domain. The latter child met full criteria for autism on the ADI-R, and was therefore included in the sample. Children with autismrelated medical conditions (e.g., Fragile-X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis) were excluded.
Participants in the TD group had no reported personal or family history of autism and were confirmed via parent report to be free of autism-related symptoms or any other neurological or psychiatric conditions. Independent-samples t tests confirmed that the final ASD (n 5 9) and TD (n 513) groups were matched on age, t (20) 
Experimental Task
The target was an upright letter "T" and distractors were Ts rotated in three cardinal orientations (908, 1808, 2708) . Each target or distractor subtended a visual angle of .358 to .388 in both dimensions, depending on orientation. In the homogeneous condition, all distractors appeared in only one orientation, while in the heterogeneous condition distractors were presented in all three possible orientations ( Fig. 1) . Visual stimuli were presented in black on a light blue back- ground. The search arrays contained 24 possible stimulus locations. Each trial consisted of 6, 12, or 24 stimulus elements that were pseudorandomly arranged at specific array locations subtending 3.78 by 2.78, 5.28 by 3.78, and 98 by 4.58, respectively, for each set size. Distractors were equally distributed on each side of the array, and the target appeared with equal probability on each side of the midline. In half of the trials, a target appeared within the search array (target present trials). In the remaining target absent trials, only distractors were presented. There were thus 12 trial types distinguished according to distractor composition, set size, and target presence. Additional baseline trials consisted of a solitary target (target present baseline) or a single distractor (target absent baseline), displayed in the center of the screen. Twenty trials of each condition were presented for a total of 280 trials. To reduce working memory demands, a target exemplar ("T") always appeared above the search array.
The experimental task was to indicate via a two-choice button box response whether the target stimulus was present or absent. A trial began with a fixation cross ("1") presented alone for 300 ms. Next, with the fixation cross removed, the search array appeared and remained on the screen for 2200 ms. Null trials, presenting a fixation cross only, were used for temporal jittering.
The experiment consisted of four runs, each with 70 search trials and 58 null trials. Within each run, trial types were presented in an optimized pseudorandom sequence created using RSFgen (AFNI; http:00afni.nimh.nih.gov). Before the scanning session, a demonstration was given and practice trials were administered with corrective feedback. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible without making errors.
Before collection of MRI data participants completed an initial visit, which included neuropsychological and diagnostic testing, collection of behavioral data for the visual search experiment, and a mock scanning session. Behavioral data were collected to ensure participants could complete the task while in the scanner and to assess differences in performance due to the scanner environment. The purpose of the mock scanning session was to acclimate participants to the scanner environment (e.g., loud noise, enclosed space) and to practice remaining motionless.
MRI Data Acquisition
Imaging data were acquired at the Center for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging at the University of California, San Diego using a GE 3 Tesla HD Signa Excite scanner with an 8-channel head coil. High-resolution anatomical images were acquired using a standard FSPGR T1-weighted sequence. Each of the four functional runs was 5:10 min long, containing 128 whole-brain volumes acquired in 40 interleaved slices using a single-shot, gradient-recalled, echoplanar pulse sequence (TR 2500 ms; TE 30 ms; flip angle 908; matrix 64 3 64; slice thickness 3.2 mm; in-plane voxel size 3.4 3 3.4 mm). Participants' heads were stabilized with foam padding to reduce motion. The experiment was presented on a Pentium III 1.7 GHz0512 MB laptop PC using Presentation software (www.neurobs.com). Behavioral responses were recorded using an MRI compatible response box. Participants viewed stimuli displayed on a backprojection screen at their feet using a mirror attached to the head coil.
Data Analysis fMRI data analysis
Data were analyzed using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI; Cox, 1996) . For each participant, the first four volumes of each run were discarded to remove signal equilibration effects. Each volume was slice-time and motion corrected. The four runs were then concatenated to create a single time-series with 496 volumes and smoothed with a Gaussian filter (FWHM 5 6 mm). Time points with excessive motion (greater than 2 mm) were censored.
The hemodynamic response function for each stimulus type was estimated using a general linear model that included separate regressors to estimate the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response at the onset of each stimulus and at each of the next 6 time-points (0-15 s poststimulus onset). Impulse response functions (IRFs) were estimated across time points 2 through 4 (5-10 s). A multiple regression analysis was performed on the estimated IRFs and the stimulus time series. The six motion parameters corresponding to translation and rotation were used as orthogonal regressors. Activation maps were normalized into Talairach space using AFNI auto-Talairach procedures and interpolated to 3 mm 3 isotropic voxels. One-sample t tests were used to assess within-group differences for homogeneous and heterogeneous trials (sepa- rately and combined); additional two-sample independent t tests were used to compare groups. A minimum cluster size of 513 mm 3 , a voxel connectivity distance of 5.82 mm, and a single voxel threshold of t (8) Forman et al., 1995) .
Behavioral data analysis
A mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the factors group (ASD, TD), distractor composition (homogeneous, heterogeneous), target presence (absent, present), and set size (6, 12, 24) was conducted on median RT for correct trials. The slopes and intercepts of the median RT 3 set size functions were calculated for target present and absent trials in both homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. Slope is a measure of search efficiency, reflecting the RT cost of each additional distractor. Intercept of the RT 3 set size function is associated with nonsearch, perceptual components related to the task such as early visual processing (Sternberg, 1966) . Data were analyzed using SPSS 14.0. Partial eta-squared~h p 2 ) is reported as a measure of effect size. Error bars in the figures represent one standard error of the mean.
RESULTS
Behavioral Results
Behavioral response time measures were successfully collected during acquisition of f MRI data for 8 of the 9 ASD participants and 12 of the 13 TD participants; data from 2 participants were lost due to equipment malfunction.
Error Rates
Error rates were greater in heterogeneous compared with homogeneous trials , F(1,18) Correlational analyses between error rates and median RTs for each condition revealed no evidence of a speedaccuracy tradeoff for either group. Task compliance was confirmed, as mean error rates were , 24% in each participant, and thus no individuals were excluded based on error rate. See Figure 2 .
Reaction Time
As illustrated in Figure 3, 
fMRI Results
Presentation of activation effects will be primarily limited to two comparisons: baseline trials versus fixation and search trials versus baseline. In many cases, results for the latter comparison did not differ substantially from those for the comparison of search trials versus fixation. However, because significant group differences in RT to baseline target present trials were observed, we also present findings for the comparison of search versus fixation whenever corresponding effects were not detected for the comparison with baseline trials. Table 2 summarizes cluster corrected regions that showed significant BOLD activity for baseline target absent and present trials compared with fixation. For clusters with volume .5000 µl, subregions are listed as the percentage of total cluster volume. Subregions are contiguous areas of cluster activation that extend beyond the peak activation (Eickhoff et al., 2007) . TD individuals showed a large cluster of activation, with peak in right middle occipital gyrus, and extending dorsally into inferior and superior parietal lobe. ASD participants showed no significant activation for Brain organization for visual search in ASD 997 baseline versus fixation comparisons. Activation in left primary motor cortex was seen in both groups, but did not survive cluster correction. Direct group comparison revealed greater activation in ASD than TD group in right inferior frontal gyrus.
Brain organization for visual search in ASD
Baseline trials versus fixation
All search trials (homogeneous and heterogeneous)
Figure 5a depicts cluster corrected regions that showed significant BOLD activity for all search trials (homogeneous and heterogeneous combined) compared with baseline trials (listed in Table 3 ). The TD group showed a large occipital activation cluster, which extended anteriorly into the fusiform gyrus. In the ASD group, similar regions of the occipital lobe were activated, with peaks in the middle occipital gyri; however, activation extended dorsally to the right inferior and bilateral superior parietal lobes. In addition, the ASD group recruited frontal cortex within the right inferior and middle frontal gyri. Direct group comparisons of all search trials versus baseline revealed significantly greater activation for the ASD group in frontal regions including the right 
Homogeneous search trials
Figure 5b depicts cluster corrected regions that showed significant BOLD activity for homogeneous search trials compared with baseline (listed in Table 4 ). A large cluster of significant BOLD activity for the TD group was located in occipitotemporal cortex, with a peak located in the middle occipital gyrus. The ASD group showed a more distributed pattern of activation, with significant clusters appearing in right inferior frontal gyrus, left inferior and superior parietal lobe, and bilateral occipital cortex. The ASD group also displayed activation in the supplementary motor area bilaterally, extending into the left superior frontal gyrus. A direct group comparison revealed significantly greater frontal activation for the ASD group, including the left superior frontal and right inferior frontal gyri. Additionally, the ASD group showed greater activation than the TD group in bilateral supplementary motor cortices and inferior parietal lobule, and right middle occipital gyrus. For the comparison of homogeneous search trials with fixation, greater activation in the ASD as compared to the TD group was also found in right superior frontal gyrus (x 5 23, y 5 2, z 5 60; t 5 4.5).
No inverse effects of greater activity in the TD group were detected.
Heterogeneous search trials
Figure 5c depicts cluster corrected regions that showed significant BOLD activity for heterogeneous search trials compared with baseline (listed in Table 5 ). Peak activation for TD participants was located in left occipital cortex, with a cluster extending bilaterally in the occipital lobe and into the right fusiform gyrus, and in right superior occipital and inferior frontal gyri. Peak activation for the ASD group was located in the right superior parietal lobe and right middle occipital gyrus. Direct group comparisons for heterogeneous versus baseline revealed no significant effects. However, group comparison for heterogeneous search versus fixation revealed greater activation for the ASD group in right superior (x 5 20, y 5 28, z 5 51; t 5 4.0) and inferior (x 5 44, y 5 2, z 5 15; t 5 4.4) frontal gyri, middle temporal gyrus (x 5 47, y 5 247, z 5 21; t 5 4.0), and areas of the occipital lobe (x 5 32, y 5 268, z 5 33; t 5 4.1). No inverse effects of greater activity in the TD group were detected.
Heterogeneous versus homogeneous trials
Pair-wise comparisons were conducted for each group to examine the differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous search trials (Table 6 ). Greater activation for homogeneous compared with heterogeneous trials in TD participants was observed in the right temporal pole and the left postcentral gyrus, extending into the inferior parietal lobule. Inverse effects (activation greater in heterogeneous compared with homogeneous trials) in TD individuals were detected in bilateral occipital lobe and right supplementary motor area, extending into the cingulate gyrus. Pair-wise comparisons for individuals with ASD revealed no significant differences between the two conditions.
Correlations with performance and diagnostic measures
These exploratory analyses were performed to examine whether brain activation was related to behavioral measures. Regions of interest (ROI) were created from clusters of activation from all trials versus baseline for all participants, and included right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG), right 
DISCUSSION
Our behavioral findings showed the expected effects of target composition, with a significantly greater number of errors and longer RTs for heterogeneous (compared with homogeneous) trials in both groups. Contrary to our expectation, we did not find a main effect of group for either error rates or RT. However, we detected a marginally significant interaction between group and search difficulty, as individuals with ASD were faster than TD individuals in the hard (heterogeneous), but slower in the easy (homogeneous) search condition. This is consistent with previous findings suggesting that individuals with ASD excel in more difficult search tasks (e.g., . Furthermore, RT by set size slopes, were significantly shallower for the ASD group, indicating that participants with ASD were affected to a lesser extent by larger set sizes. While slopes for homogeneous trials did not meet strict criteria for efficient, parallel processing (,10 ms0item), they were significantly shallower compared with heterogeneous slopes in TD individuals, indicating that search efficiency was reduced in heterogeneous compared with homogeneous search conditions. Interestingly, individuals with ASD did not demonstrate significant differences in slope for homogeneous compared with heterogeneous distractors, indicating that search efficiency was not affected by distractor composition in ASD.
The unexpected absence of a main effect of group may be explained by the marginally longer RTs on baseline target present trials in the ASD group, probably reflecting slower basic visuomotor coordination. Previous studies have shown that individuals with ASD demonstrate atypical motor preparation (Rinehart et al., 2001 ), but intact visual information processing (Scheuffgen et al., 2000) compared with TD individuals. This suggests that slowed visuomotor coordination may account for the unexpectedly longer RTs in the ASD group for efficient search (homogeneous distractors), whereas enhanced visual search abilities may offset slowed visuomotor coordination on the more demanding inefficient search conditions (heterogeneous distractors).
Patterns of brain activation for both efficient and inefficient visual search differed between ASD and TD groups. In the TD group, activation for all search trials (homogeneous and heterogeneous combined) was found in a large contiguous cluster in posterior regions, peaking in occipital cortex and extending into the inferior temporal lobe. In the ASD group, a more distributed network of brain areas was activated, which extended beyond bilateral occipital cortex into more dorsal regions, such as the precuneus and superior parietal lobe, and also included right frontal cortices. Similar overall patterns of within-group activation effects were found when efficient and inefficient (homogeneous, heterogeneous) search trials were examined separately, with activity in frontal-parietal regions in the ASD, but not the TD group. Pair-wise comparisons revealed differences in activation for homogeneous versus heterogeneous search trials in the TD group, but not in the ASD group. Specifically, TD individuals recruited bilateral occipital and right frontal areas to a greater extent in heterogeneous versus homogeneous trials. Absence of differences in the ASD group, along with similar slopes for both homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions suggests that behavioral performance and neural recruitment were similar for both efficient and inefficient search tasks in ASD participants. Direct group comparisons of homogeneous and heterogeneous trials (both separately and combined) support the finding of overall more extensive activation in the ASD group. Consistent with our initial hypothesis, activation in the ASD group was significantly greater in occipito-temporal regions. However unexpectedly, the ASD also showed greater activation in frontal and parietal regions.
In agreement with previous reports investigating visuospatial strengths (Lee et al., 2007; Manjaly et al., 2007; Ring et al., 1999) , we found that individuals with ASD display increased activation of occipital regions. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that superior visual search abilities in individuals with ASD are the result of enhanced discrimination. As predicted by Caron and colleagues (2006) enhanced activation of early visual areas, as evidenced by our ASD group, may contribute to superior visuospatial abilities in autism. This finding is accordance with the enhanced perceptual functioning model and adds to the existing literature demonstrating atypically enhanced activation of visual cortices in ASD for other types of task, such as sentence comprehension (Kana et al., 2006) , semantic decision (Gaffrey et al., 2007) , and verbal working memory (Koshino et al., 2005) .
Contrary to previous reports, we found that individuals with ASD evidenced increased frontoparietal activation compared with TD individuals. These effects were seen for both homogeneous and heterogeneous search conditions. Activated areas, which included superior and inferior parietal lobe and superior and inferior frontal gyri, form a functional network responsible for top-down biasing of visual attention (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000) . In conflict with our original hypothesis, our findings suggest accelerated search performance by individuals with ASD may be related to increased activation in areas associated with top-down, in addition to bottom-up, control of visual attention. Moreover, correlations between inferior frontal activity and RT by set size slope for heterogeneous present trials demonstrated that increased activation of rIFG was inversely correlated with RT by set size slopes for heterogeneous (target present) trials in the ASD, but not the TD, group. This suggests that increased search efficiency in the ASD group may be related to increased top-down control modulated by inferior frontal regions.
Using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, Muggleton et al. (2003) found that stimulation to the FEFs impaired inefficient conjunctive search, but not efficient feature search. Greater activation in superior frontal gyrus as detected in our study (search task vs. fixation comparison) was consistent with the FEF, with a peak detected within a few millimeters of activation peaks previously identified by Donner et al. (2002) and Shulman et al. (2003) . Our finding of increased recruitment of FEF by ASD as compared with TD individuals suggests that the FEF may also serve to enhance search performance in individuals with ASD.
Our findings of enhanced frontoparietal activation stand in contrast to previous f MRI investigations of EFT performance in individuals with ASD. This may be attributed to differences between the EFT and the search paradigm implemented here. First, there are perceptual differences between locating a target embedded within a complex figure and locating a target within an array of separate distractors. Second, although both tasks require target-related search, target and distractors with our search paradigm remain constant while targets and complex figures vary with each trial in an EFT. This results in enhanced top-down modulation of target and distractor features by means of both positive and negative priming of target and distractor features. O'Riordan (2000) reported no difference in positive and negative priming effects during visual search between ASD and TD individuals, which suggests that top-down modulation of object-based representations is at least intact in individuals with ASD. Top-down modulation of visual attention can influence stimulus processing by enhancing responses for attended stimuli, filtering irrelevant information, and increasing salience of stimulus features; it is dependent on feedback projections from frontal-parietal areas to visual cortices (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000) . While our finding of enhanced frontal recruitment during visual search in ASD may be consistent with enhanced top-down control of visual attention, it is surprising given previous theories of reduced prefrontal control in autism (Minshew et al., 2002) . It also raises new questions regarding a model of generally reduced long distance connectivity in ASD (Just et al., 2004) . Although our study did not include analyses of functional connectivity, combined participation of frontal and occipital regions during visual search suggests that cooperation between distal regions may be task-dependent, rather than generally deficient in ASD. Functional connectivity between primary visual cortex and inferior frontal cortex has been found to be reduced in autism during visuomotor coordination in the absence of a search task (Villalobos et al., 2005) , whereas the present findings suggest that during visual search, prefrontal cortex including inferior frontal lobe may play an unusually enhanced role in facilitating efficient visual search in individuals with ASD.
The interpretation of our current results remains limited given a sample size that was reduced by severe motion in several children with ASD. In addition, we did not observe accelerated RT in the ASD group, similar to previous f MRI reports investigating visuospatial tasks (Lee et al., 2007; Ring et al., 1999) . Such null findings may be related to the unique testing environment or relatively small samples included in functional imaging studies.
While our findings should be interpreted with some caution due to our small sample, they suggest a differential pattern of activation in individuals with ASD as compared to TD individuals. In particular, children with ASD recruited a network including frontal, parietal, and occipital cortices, whereas activation in a matched TD comparison group was less extensive and primarily limited to occipito-temporal regions. In agreement with the hypothesis that enhanced discrimination underlies superior visual search abilities in ASD we found increased occipital activation in ASD com-pared with TD individuals. Additionally, our results suggest that accelerated performance in individuals with ASD, particularly increased search efficiency, may be related to enhanced top-down modulation of visual attention.
